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Benjamin Gage is not only powerful, filthy rich, and totally arrogant... but also irresistibly

sexy.Trevor, the young summer intern, is totally SCREWED.Working at Gage Communications is an

opportunity of a lifetime.But will Trevor be able to handle it? Or will he succumb to the tension?The

tension is in his pants, by the way.Between a heavy workload and a hunky, controlling boss,

Trevor's summer just got a lot hotter and harder than he bargained for.This is a hot and hilarious

male/male romantic comedy with an HEA and NO cheating.BONUS CONTENT: Your special Kindle

edition also comes with TWO complimentary male/male stories! After you read Hard For My Boss,

you can enjoy two novellas from the Brazen Boys series: "Dorm Game" and "Straight Up"
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It's been a while since I've literally LOL, but guys... GUYS! I was reading this in bed while my SO

slept peacefully beside me and I woke him up twice with my laughter. It's such a cute, sweet book



with some serious funny thrown in.Trevor is just the sweetest character. He's got a plan with his

college roommate to intern at the "in" place to get an internship, work super hard and go kick butt in

the real world once they graduate. He's always been studious and conscious of the money that his

parents saved for him to get his chance and he's more than grateful (I kinda wish all kids were as

appreciative as Trevor). He's also naive having spent all that time studying didn't give him much

(any) social life and he's maybe a bit repressed. Meeting his boss and the unusual situations they

find themselves in over and over really helped him find himself and it was nice to watch this self

discovery.  Benjamin aka Ben to Trevor, was a character that I didn't know if I would like at first. I

thought that he might turn out to be more of a player than he was and that was a pleasant surprise

for me. That the only long term relationship he had up to this point was with his dog Lance made me

wonder if he was capable of having a real relationship with Trevor. Especially since he has it all...

money, a big name, a great company that he started from the ground up, access to celebrities. I

really enjoyed watching Ben and Trevor navigate not only a relationship, but a working one that they

are trying desperately to keep hidden. They have some of the hottest sexy times I've read in a long

time. Daryl Banner can really write some steamy scenes!  The story was so much fun and these two

find some big trouble to get into. The secondary characters are great and I know that I'm going to be

re-reading this one again and again. It's a short, sweet, funny story and don't forget that there is

extra content with the kindle version.

Really enjoyed this book, the steamy scenes were so well written, great one liners, some nice

comedic elements, and overall fun read. So far everything I've read by Daryl I've really enjoyed the

characters he creates. I identified quite a bit with Trevor [except I'm the older straight female version

(see title of review, describes me to at T)], and completely fell in love with Ben based on how much

he loves his dog (it still amazes me how I can get so wrapped up in a book sometimes). Ben is

definitely the alpha type, but not your typical alpha because he does show some vulnerability and

sensitivity early in the story, and really he's just a big cuddly romantic. The only reason I gave it four

out of five stars was I had some issues with details and the way some of the characters

personalities kept doing 180's (at least that's how I perceived it).Ok, so you have this funny and

steamy book, but to me there was so much more to this book. Maybe this was the authors intent,

maybe I'm reading between the lines, or maybe I'm just seeing something that isn't there. What I

ULTIMATELY pulled from this book is no matter who you are, we're all the same no matter sexual

orientation, gender, race, etc. Seems kind of deep when I've just described it as being fun read,

right? The reason I came to this conclusion is because when you remove the roles of boss vs.



employee, Ben vs. Trevor, respectively, and just look at their relationship, you could easily apply

gender neutral names, hide the obvious clothing cues, and cover up the sex scenes and you really

wouldn't know if this story was about two men, two women, or a man and a woman. I really hope

that if the author reads this, that he doesn't see it as a slight against his work, but as the compliment

I truly mean it to be. I can't wait to read what he has in store for us next.

HARD FOR MY BOSSDARYL

BANNERÃ¢ÂÂ•Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢ÂÂ•Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢ÂÂ•Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢ÂÂ•Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢ÂÂ•Ã¯Â¸Â•OMFG... WOW...

and a few deep sighs inbetween!!! This story was absolutely fantastic and succeeded in melting

every part of my heart... and heated up plenty of other places too *winks*An awesome mixture of

Benjamin in all his hot alpha tattooed sexiness and Trevor in all his firm sexy geekiness... add in the

humour that Mr Banner never fails to have you laughing out loud with... and chocolate sauce... of

course... and you have a brilliant passionate and hilarious 5 star read!!!I was totally pulled in to the

story and couldn't put it down... with a few twists that will have you gob smacked and others in

tears... good ones though... and a dog that is just... well... I recommend that you read the book to

find out ASAP... you really do NOT want to miss out!!!

This is one of the best Daryl Banner books I have read. I thoroughly enjoyed this one because of so

many aspects that were done JUST. RIGHT.First of all, the book is funny. Trevor is 20 and he is

hilarious. His conversations (snarky as heck) with Benjamin are great. The ones with Elliot

(roommate) are laugh-out-loud funny. Trevor was a sweet, thoughtful, smart guy. Very appealing

character. Ben was a 'boss' but not a jerky one. He is beyond thoughtful and romantic toward

Trevor. He's also rich and good looking, so there is that.The writing is so entertaining. A feeling or

thought conveyed with just the right words. For example, Trevor is a bit clumsy and a bit sheltered.

He comments to himself that Ben's house is 'so fancy' because the kitchen cupboards don't have

doors. (HAHA that made me laugh.) He also gulps his wine, gets drunk very easily, tries to act very

alpha while drunk....and he curses Ben as "a mean, potent drug that can talk to you. How cruel

when your addiction can talk to you and convince you to give in some more." On the flip side of this

coin, we have Ben who is absolutely smitten with this smart, cute, snarky-as-heck intern. He treats

him like a prince, but also teases relentlessly because "This adorable boy is so easy to torment and

play with."There is a pretty detailed plot in this book, which kept me entertained. There is hot, hot

sex here, too. It has loyal friends, evil villains and even 'good guys' who bend rules. A romance

perfectly paired with humor: the best!
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